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SPLIT HOPF ALGEBRAS WITH INVOLUTION
BY
BRUCE W. JORDAN
Abstract. A lower central series is defined for split Hopf algebras with involution
over a field k. Various structure theorems for coalgebras and Hopf algebras are

established.

Introduction. In [6], Moore and Smith define a lower central series for homology
Hopf algebras, i.e. connected Hopf algebras with commutative comultiplication.
In
essence their definition is a categorical one, the point being that the category of

homology Hopf algebras possesses enough structure to apply the categorical
construction.
It is the object of this paper to show that a lower central series can likewise be
defined for objects of %/k, the category of split Hopf algebras with involution
over a field k. In order to accomplish this task it is necessary to expend much effort
establishing the basic properties of %/k. §1 lays the foundation for studying split
Hopf algebras with involution
by developing important
results concerning
coalgebras and comodules.
§§2 and 3 present structure theorems for objects in %/k.
The proof of the fact that epimorphisms are normal in %/k occupies all of §4.

Finally in §5 we are in a position to define the commutator sub-Hopf algebra of an

object of %/k and to study descending series.
It is assumed that the reader is familiar with the work of Milnor and Moore [5].
Results and constructions from [5] are utilized freely throughout this paper. Also
we use the terms Hopf algebra, coalgebra, comodule, etc., in the sense of Milnor
and Moore, and we follow their notation whenever possible.
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1. Coalgebras and comodules. In this section some elementary properties of
coalgebras and comodules are established.
In the first part of the section, we
assume that a commutative ring K has been chosen for the ground ring and tensor
products are taken over K. ®fiL/ K will be used to denote the category of graded
ÀT-modules. In the later portion of the section the ground ring is usually a field k.
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We begin with some categorical considerations. Let ty be a category with point
*. For D',D" e obj ÓD,let * denote the trivial morphism D' -» * —»D". Suppose
s: D' —>D" is a morphism in ty. Then £: JV -> D' is a kernel of s if s ° £ = * , and
whenever g: F -* D' is a morphism in <$>such that s ° g = * then there is a
unique g: F -± N such that £ ° g = g. Similarly if s: D' —»Z) " is a morphism in ty,
then f : Z>" -» G is a cokernel of s if f ° j = * and whenever h: D" —»F is a
morphism in <3) such that h ° s = * there is a unique h: G —»F such that
h = h ° Ç. Kernels and cokernels are unique up to canonical isomorphism if they
exist. (The above definitions are as given in [6].)
Let A be an algebra over K and let B, B" be left A -modules. Suppose/: B —»B"
is a morphism of left v4-modules. Let B' = {x G B\f(x) = 0} and i: B' -» B be the
natural inclusion. B' is a A^-submodule of 5, and i: B' —»5 is the kernel of /:

B -> 5" in 911/AT.We have the diagram
A ® B'

A-^'

M«-;

A® B

A®f

A ® B'

Mb!

B"
The right

square

commutes

by the assumption

that / is a morphism

of left

A -modules. Observe that
ßB(A ® i)(A ® B') Q i(B')
because

f{pB(A ® 0) = V-B-i*®f)(A ® 0 - °Define /iB- to be / ~ '( nB(A ® i)). pB, provides B' with a left A -module structure such
that i: B' —»B is a morphism of left .4-modules, i: B' —>•B is in fact the kernel of/:

5 —»5" in y4cDlL,
the category of left A -modules.
Similarly, if /': B' —>B is a morphism of left ,4-modules, let 7r: B -* B" be the
cokernel of /': B' —>B in 911/ K. Then 5" may be given the structure of a left
A -module such that m: B —»B" is a morphism of left /I-modules by means of the

diagram

A® B'

A®}'

A® B

A%"

Mai

B'

f

5

A® B"

-*

0

-+

0

Mji-Í

-^

5"

7t: B ^> B" is the cokernel of/ in ,,911. These results partially verify the fact that
A911 is an abelian category.
Now suppose C is a coalgebra, and B', B are right C-comodules. Let /' : B' —»B
be a morphism of right C-comodules and m: B —»B" be the cokernel with respect

to the graded AT-module structure. Define a right C-comodule structure on B" such
that 77: B -* B" is a morphism of right C-comodules using the diagram
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B'

4

B

AB4

B' ® C

-^

B"

A*l
/'®C

-►

5 <g>C

429

-> 0

aa-¿
w®C

-►

5" ® C

-*

0

Hence cokernels exist in (6<D1L)C,the category of right C-comodules. However,
kernels do not necessarily exist in (6<Dlt)c. The additional assumption that C is flat
as a graded Ä'-module is needed to insure the existence of kernels. If B and B" are
right C-comodules and f:B-+
B" is a morphism of right C-comodules, let i:
B' —»B be the kernel of / in 911/ K. Assuming C is flat we have the following
diagram from which a right C-comodule structure can be defined on B' such that i:
B' —>B is a morphism of right C-comodules:

0 —

B'

-4

*b-'+

0

->

5

4

B"

A«4

£' <8>C

(®C

->

ab4

£ ®C

f®c

-»

B" ® C

1.1. Proposition.
Le/ L be a graded K-module and C a coalgebra over K. Suppose
M is a right C-comodule. Then
Homc<omoduie(^.

L ® C) ^ HomK(M,

Proof. Suppose/:
M->L is a morphism
M —>L ® C to be the composite
A«

M^M
(i,(/)

L).

of graded i^-modules.

Define r\(f):

/®C

® C -+ L® C.

® C)AM - ((/ ® C)AM ® C)A„

= (/ <g»C ® C)(AM ® C)AM,

0W)O?(/))
= (L® Ac)(/ ® C)AM - (/ ® C ® C)(M ® AC)AM.
Since M is a right C-comodule, (A^ ® C)AM = (M ® AC)AM.Hence (tj(/) <8>
C)AW = ALlglcTj(/) and tj(/) is a map of right C-comodules.

n: Hom^M, L) -* Hom^^^M,
is easily seen to be a morphism

L <8>C )

of AT-modules.

On the other hand, suppose g: M —»L ® Cisa morphism of right C-comodules.
Then we have the mapping
of graded
Â"-modules ^(f):
M —»L by

M—>L®C-+

L ® K œ L. A routine verification shows that

n* = Homc.comodule(M, L <g>C)

and

*n = Hom^M,

L).

Q

Let C be a coalgebra over K which is flat as a graded /^-module, and let M be a
right C-comodule. Suppose x is an element of M and Awx = "2 m¡ ® c¡. Let <w(>
denote the Â'-submodule of M generated by the {m¡} and M" denote the ÄT-module
Af/</n,>. From the proof of Proposition 1.1 we see that the natural projection of
graded A"-modules it: M —»M" induces a map/: M —»M" ® C of right C-comodules, where / = (tt ® C)AM. Because C is flat, the map /: Af-> M" ® C has a
kernel/: N —>M. We can assume TVis a subcomodule of M and/: TV—>M is the
inclusion.
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1.2. Proposition.
In the above situation, x G N and if K is a Noetherian ring then
N is finitely generated as a K-module.

Proof. As a graded AT-module, N is the kernel of /: M -> M " ® C in 911/AT.
Hence N = {m G M\AMm G <m,> <8>C}. It is obvious that x E: N. Suppose v G
M and

Awv = ~2 mr ® cr with

mr G {w,},

cr G C.

Then

.y = 2 mre(cr),

so .y G

</m,> and .TVÇ </w,->.Since ATis Noetherian, every submodule of a finitely generated Ä"-module is finitely generated. N is therefore a finitely generated AT-module.

D
If C is a coalgebra over K, let Cop be the coalgebra over K whose underlying
graded Ä"-module is C and whose comultiplication is T ° Ac, where T denotes the
twisting morphism. If M is a left C-comodule, then M can be given the structure of
a right Cop-comodule in the obvious manner, namely let the coaction of Cop on M
T

be given by the composition M —»C ® M -* M ® Cop. Similarly, a right Copcomodule is a left C-comodule. These constructions facilitate the proof of the
following fundamental theorem of coalgebras.
1.3. Theorem. Let C be a coalgebra over K which is flat as a graded K-module and
let x be an element of C. If K is Noetherian, then there is a finitely generated
subcoalgebra of C which contains x.

Proof. Suppose Ax = 2 c(1) ® c(2). C is a right C ® Cop-comodule by means of
the composite
A
C^C®C

By Proposition

C®(ToA)

-*

C®(C®Cop).

1.2, if i: N -» C is the kernel of the composition

C -> C ® (C ® Cop) -» C/(ciX))

® (C ® Cop),

then N is a finitely generated right C ® Cop-comodule containing x. But N is then
a 2-sided comodule contained in C, so iV is a subcoalgebra of C. fj
1.4. Corollary.
Suppose k is afield, C is a k-coalgebra, andx is an element of C.
Then there exists a finite-dimensional subcoalgebra of C containing x.

The above corollary implies that a coalgebra C over a field k is the union of its
finite-dimensional subcoalgebras. Equivalently, such a coalgebra is the direct limit
of its finite-dimensional subcoalgebras.
1.5. Definition.
A nonzero coalgebra C is said to be simple if it has no nonzero
proper subcoalgebras.
1.6. Proposition
(cf. [7, Lemma 8.0.1]). Suppose C is a simple coalgebra over a
field k with commutative comultiplication. If k is algebraically closed, then C is one
dimensional.
Proof. By Corollary 1.4, C is finite dimensional. Furthermore C is concentrated
in degree 0 for otherwise C0 would be a nonzero proper subcoalgebra of C. C* is
then a commutative finite-dimensional A:-algebra concentrated in degree 0. As the
ideals of C* are in one-to-one correspondence with the subcoalgebras of C, C* is
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simple and is therefore a finite field extension of k. Since k is algebraically
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closed,

dim C* = dim C = 1. □
1.7. Definition.
Let C be a nonzero coalgebra over a field k with commutative
comultiplication.
If every simple subcoalgebra of C is one dimensional, C is said to

be split.
By Proposition 1.6, if k is an algebraically closed field and C is a nonzero
commutative Â>coalgebra, then C is split. The concept of a split coalgebra will play
an important role in §2.

1.8. Proposition

([7, Proposition

8.0.3]). Let C be a coalgebra over afield k and

{Ca} a collection of subcoalgebras
of C such that
subcoalgebra of C lies in one of the Ca.

C = 2 Ca. Then any simple

Proof. Let D be a simple subcoalgebra of C. Since D is finite
in some finite sum 2? Q.. By induction on n, it suffices to prove
Cß then D Q Ca or D Q Cß. Suppose D (£ Ca. Then since D is
0. Hence there is c* G (C„ + Cß)* such that c*\D = eD, c*\Ca =

dimensional it lies
that if D Q Ca +
simple D r\ Ca =
0. For d G D,

2 d(X)c*(dc2))= 2 d{X)e(d(2))
= d,
where ADd = 2 d{X)® </(2).But D ç Ca + Cß implies that

A(D ) Q A(CJ + A(Cß) QCa®Ca+Cß®

Cß.

Since c*\Ca = 0, we have 2 ¿(i)C*(¿(2)) G Cß and thus D Q Cß. □
Now suppose C is a coalgebra over a field k. Let $- be a set indexing the distinct
simple subcoalgebras of C. For / G $-, let Cy denote the corresponding simple
subcoalgebra. 2yea C, is then a subcoalgebra of C. The previous proposition shows
that the sum 2 Cj is direct. For suppose Cs n 2y¥=J Cy-t^ 0 for some s G %. Then
Çj n 2,^ Cj is a nonzero coalgebra contained in Cs and hence it must be the case
that Cs n S«,, Ç, = Ç,. But then C, Q 2,^ Cy, and so Cs = Cr for some r G
$--{$} by Proposition 1.8. This contradicts the fact that ^ indexes the distinct
simple subcoalgebra of C. Since the sum 2 C, is direct it follows that 2 C, « IIC,,
where the coproduct of the C, is taken in the category of coalgebras over k. U,eg. Cy
is therefore a subcoalgebra of C which we will denote by SS(C), for it is the
semi-simple part of C. The coalgebra C will be said to be semi-simple if C =
SS(C). For future reference we note that a subcoalgebra of a semi-simple
coalgebra is semi-simple. For if D is a subcoalgebra of C = Hyej C, with C,,/ G ^,
simple, then D = IÎJe^(D n CJ). In the finite-dimensional case it is easily seen that
the ideal (C/SS(C))* in C* is the Jacobson radical of the algebra C*, i.e., the
intersection of all maximal 2-sided (left, right) ideals. Thus in order to dualize the
notion of the Jacobson radical, we consider C/SS(C).
1.9. Definition. Let C be a coalgebra over a field k. Then the coideal C/SS(C)
is called the coradical of C, and denoted corad(C).
Recall that Nakayama's
lemma states that if A is an algebra, J(A) is the
Jacobson radical of A, and Y is an A -module finitely generated over A, then Y = 0
if and only if Y ® A/J(A) = 0. Nakayama's lemma dualizes to coalgebras and
comodules in the following form:
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1.10. Theorem

(Dual

Nakayama

Lemma). Let C be a coalgebra over a field k

and let X be a right C-comodule. Then X Uc SS(C) = 0 if and only if X = 0.
Proof.
Let

Clearly we need only prove that X Dc SS(C) = 0 implies that X = 0.

77-: C —»corad(C)

be

the

natural

projection.

Let

vn be

the

composite

C -> C"+1 -+ corad(C)"+1, where C"+1 denotes the n + 1-fold tensor product of
C with itself and similarly for corad(C)n+1.
Denote the kernel of vn by Fn(C);
F0(C) is simply SS(C). Fn(C) is a subcoalgebra of C since »»„is a mapping of
2-sided C-comodules. Furthermore observe that

Fn(C) = {x G C\A"(x) G 55(C) <8>C" + C ® 55(C) <g>C""1

+ • • • +C"-1 0 55(C)®

C + C ® SS(C)}.

Hence by the associativity of comultiplication
Fn(C) Q Fn+x(C).
Assertion 1. U„ Fn(C) = C.
Proof. We consider first the finite-dimensional case. Then corad(C)* = J(C*),
where J(C*) denotes the Jacobson radical of C*. Let A = C*. We then have dual
diagrams

0

-*

Fn(C)

->

C

->

corad(C)n+1

A" \

/»
•■n+l

A/J(AY
\

^ v«

In a finite-dimensional
algebra over a field the Jacobson radical is actually
nilpotent and hence there exists an integer N such that J(A)N = 0. In this case

F„_,(C)=

C.

A slight disgression into classical
5 are rings, and the homomorphism
is a maximal left ideal. Then r~x(I)
R/t~x(I)
is a simple left Ä-module.
all maximal left ideals in 5, and

morphism R/J(R)"

-+ S/J(S)"

algebra is required at this point. Suppose R and
of rings t: R —>5 is surjective. Suppose I Q S
is maximal since R/t~x(I)
« S/1 implies that
Hence J(R) Ç H r~x(I), where / ranges over
so t(J(R)) Q J(S). There is then an induced

for n = 0, 1, 2,_Dualizing

this, we see that if

C and D are finite-dimensional coalgebras and i: C —»D is injective, then i(Fn(C))
ÇZFn(D) for n = 0, 1, 2, ... . Thus if {Ca, iaß) is a direct mapping family of
coalgebras

such

that

the iaß are injections,

then

Um Fn(Ca) = F„(lim

Ca). Let

{Ca, iaß) denote the family of finite-dimensional
subcoalgebras of a coalgebra C,
the iaß being the natural injections.
Then C = lim Ca and by the above
Fn(C) = lim F„(Ca). But we know that U„ Fn(Ca) = Ca, and hence U„ F„(C) =

C. □
Assertion 2. Fn + x(C)/Fn(C)

is a left 55(C)-comodule.
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Proof.

Again we consider first the finite-dimensional
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case. In this case we know

that F„(C) is dual to A/J(A)n + x, where A = C*.
(Fn + x(C)/Fn(C))*~J(A)n

+ x/J(A)n+2,

which is an A/J(A) module. Thus Fn+x(C)/Fn(C)
comodule. So for Ca finite-dimensional, we have
fcj- Fn+x(Ca)/Fn(Ca)

-* 55(CJ

is an (A/J(A))*

= SS(C)-

® Fn+x(Ca)/Fn(Ca).

As a coalgebra C is the direct limit of its finite-dimensional
have

subcoalgebras

{C„}, we

lim/Ca: HmFn + x(Ca)/Fn(Ca)^limSS(Ca)®limFn+x(Ca)/Fn(Ca).

lim and Fn commute

in this case, so the above is simply

limfCa: Fn+x(C)/Fn(C)
Hence Fn + x(C)/Fn(C)
Now the sequence

^ SS(C) ® Fn+x(C)/Fn(C).

is a left 55(C)-comodule.

□

O^Fn+x(C)/Fn(C)^SS(C)®Fn+x/Fn(C)

is exact, which implies that

0-+XncFn

+ x(C)/Fn(C)^Xnc(SS(C)®Fn+x(C)/Fn(C))

is exact. (X Dc is left exact because we are over a field.) But

XOc (SS(C) ® Fn+ x(C)/Fn(C))^(XUc
since
X Dc 55(C)
XDcFn+x(C)/Fn(C)

= 0 by
= 0.From

SS(C)) ® Fn+ x(C)/F„(C)

assumption.

Hence

we

conclude

= 0,
that

0^Fn(C)-+Fn+x(C)^Fn+x(C)/F„(C)-»0

we obtain

O^XUcFn(C)^XUcFn

+ x(C)^XUcFn+x(C)/Fn(C).

If we assume that X Uc Fn(C) = 0, then the above shows that X Dc Fn+x(C) = 0.
Thus by induction X Dc Fn(C) = 0 for all n > 0, and upon taking direct limits we

obtain X \3c C = X = 0. □
Note that in Nakayama's lemma one needs the assumption that the module is
finitely generated over the algebra, whereas in the Dual Nakayama Lemma no such
finiteness condition is required. This is very characteristic of coalgebras over a field
k. Because a coalgebra over k is the direct limit of its finite-dimensional subcoalgebras, it is often the case that a property of finite-dimensional
A:-algebras will
dualize to a property of arbitrary k-coalgebras. Similarly properties of modules
finitely generated over a fc-algebra often dualize to properties of arbitrary comodules over a A>coalgebra.
The proof of Theorem 1.10 introduces an important filtration of a coalgebra. As
this filtration will be needed later, we establish it now as a definition.
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1.11. Definition.

Let C be a coalgebra over a field k. For n = 0, 1, 2, . . . , let

Fn(C) denote the kernel of the composite

C^Cn+,'Ccorad(C)',+1.
This filtration of C is called the coradical filtration.
1.12. Definition. Suppose C is a coalgebra over a ring K with augmentation n:
Ä"—»C. C is said to be cocomplete if the only simple subcoalgebra of C is r\(K).
1.13. Corollary.
Let C be a supplemented cocomplete coalgebra over a field k and
let f: Y ^* Y" be a morphism of right C-comodules. Then f is infective if and only if

fUck:

YUck^Y"

Uck is infective.

Proof. If / is injective, then / De k is injective since we are over a field. On the
other hand, let i: Y' -+ Y be the kernel of/: F-» Y". If /De k is injective, then
y De k = 0. But k s* SS(C) as a left C-comodule, and hence FDcit
= 0
implies that Y' = 0 by the Dual Nakayama Lemma. It follows that / is injective.

D
We conclude this section with a basic structure theorem for fc-coalgebras.
1.14. Definition.
A nonzero coalgebra is called local if it contains a unique
simple subcoalgebra.
1.15. Proposition

(cf. [7, Theorem

8.0.5]). Suppose C is a coalgebra over a field

k with commutative comultiplication
and simple subcoalgebras
{C} ey. Then C =
LljeJ Cj, where Cj is a local subcoalgebra of C and C, Q Cj. Cj is uniquely characterized as being the maximal local subcoalgebra of C containing Cj.

Proof. First consider the case where C is finite-dimensional.
Then C* is a
finite-dimensional
commutative
algebra, and hence is the direct sum of local

subalgebras [8, Vol. I, p. 205]. If C* = Ax © • • • ®An with A¡ a local subalgebra,
then C« C**«^*©
• • • ®A* with A* a local subcoalgebra. Upon observing
that this decomposition is unique, the general case follows by taking direct limits.
Hence C is a coproduct of local subcoalgebras; suppose C = IITsr CT. It is clear
that each CT contains one and only one simple subcoalgebra of C. We may
therefore reindex the {CT}Ter using the index set / such that {CT}Ter = {Cj}JeJ
and Cj Q Cj. If D is a subcoalgebra of C properly containing C,, i G /, then
D n HlW Cj ¥= 0. Hence there exists a Ch with h G /, h ^ i, such that ChQ D. D
is therefore not a local subcoalgebra and it follows that C, is maximal with respect
to the property of being a local subcoalgebra of C containing C(. But this uniquely
characterizes C,; for if F is another local subcoalgebra of C containing C, such that
C, ¡bis then C¡ + F is a local subcoalgebra containiing C, by Proposition 1.8. This
violates the maximality of C,. □

2. Split Hopf algebras with involution. Recall from § 1 that if C is a commutative
coalgebra defined over a field k, then C is said to be split if every simple
subcoalgebra of C is one dimensional. Let r/bea
Hopf algebra with commutative
comultiplication defined over a field k. H is said to be a split Hopf algebra if the
underlying coalgebra of H is split.

lower

central

series

FOR SPLIT HOPF ALGEBRAS
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2.1. Definition.
Let H be a Hopf algebra with commutative comultiplication
over a ring K. An involution of H is a mapping of coalgebras c: H —»H such that
(p(H ® c)AH = TJ£.

If k is a field, we denote by %/k the category of split Hopf algebras over k with
involution.
The significance of the involution becomes apparent from categorical constructions. We proceed as in Milnor and Moore [5, §8]. Let K be a commutative ring,
and let & denote the category of supplemented
coalgebras with commutative
comultiplication over K. & is a pointed category with products: the point in & is K
and the product of A and B is just A ® B. Let A X B denote the product in & of A
and B. A monoid in the category S, is then an object C together with a morphism
<p:C X C ^ C such that the diagrams

C X C X C

<»xC

->

ic x <p
C XC

C X C

4<p
-^

c

1]XC

C = C XK

CXtj

are commutative. Thus a monoid in the category & is simply a Hopf algebra with
commutative comultiplication. A group in the category is a monoid in the category

together with h: C —»C such that the diagram

is commutative. Hopf algebras with commutative comultiplication and involution
are groups in the category a. Similarly %/k is the category of groups in the
category of supplemented split A>coalgebras. In light of the above comments, it is
not surprising that much of our work has its motivation in the theory of groups.
If H is a Hopf algebra over a field k, we can view H asa. coalgebra and consider

SS(H).
2.2. Proposition.

If H <Eobj %/k, then SS(H) is a sub-Hopf algebra of H.
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Proof. krj(l) is a simple subcoalgebra of H, so fcn(l) Q SS(H) and thus
Tj(l) G SS(H). Since all simple subcoalgebras of H are one dimensional, SS(H) is
the coproduct of cofields. Suppose SS(H) = II-ey kej, with kej a simple subcoalgebra. Then Aej — rje'j ® e'j for some 0 ^ r; e fc. Letting e, = rjej we see that
Ae, = ej ® e¡. With e. chosen as the basis element for fcej we can write SS(H) =

H^.gyfee,,Ae, = e, <g>e,. For ij G 7,
Arf (e, ® e,) = tp(e, ® ej) <8><p(e, 02)ej)
and hence Axp(e,<S>ej) is a simple subcoalgebra of H. Then &<p(e,® ej) Q SS(H)
and SS(H) is closed under multiplication.
□
Note that if G is a group, the group algebra kG is easily made into a Hopf
algebra by defining Ag = g <8>g for all g G C By abuse of language, we shall refer
to the Hopf algebra kG as the group algebra on the group G.
2.3. Definition. Suppose H is a Hopf algebra over a commutative ring K. Define
G(H) to be {x G H\Ax = x® x and x ¥= 0}.

2.4. Proposition.

If H G obj 3C/fc, /Ae/i SS(H) is a group algebra.

Proof. We will show that G(H) is a group with multiplication <pH\G(H). By the
proof of Proposition 2.2, G(H) is closed under multiplication. n(l) is the identity in
G(H). Suppose x G G(H). Then (H ® e)Ax = e(x)x = x, and hence e(x) = 1.
Let c: /i—» // be the involution. By the definition of c, <p(/7 <S>c)Ax = r¡e(x) =
rj(l). Thus x is <p-invertible with multiplicative inverse c(x). Since Ax = x ® x and
c is a morphism of coalgebras, Ac(x) = c(x) ® c(x) and so c(x) G G(H). It is now
trivial to see that SS(H) is a group algebra on the group G(H). □
2.5. Definition.
Let H be a Hopf algebra over a commutative ring A\ For
notational convenience, identify K and Ki\(\) Q H. Let £„, n = 0, 1, 2, . . . , denote the composition

H^>Hn + x"Z\H/K)n

+\

Denote by %(H) the kernel of f„. Since f„ is a mapping of 2-sided //-comodules,
^„(H) is a subcoalgebra of //. Moreover §„(//) ç 5„+,(/Y), « = 0, 1, 2, • • • . Let

C(H) = U „ ^„(/O-

C(//)

is the cocomplete part of H. (Note that if H G

obj %/k, then C(//) is cocomplete in the sense of Definition
H is said to be a cocomplete Hopf algebra.

2.6. Proposition.

// H G obj %/k,

1.12.) If H = C(H),

then C(H) is a sub-Hopf algebra of H.

Proof. Since the {^„(H)} are an increasing tower of subcoalgebras, C(H) is a
subcoalgebra. n(l) G %(H), so C(H) contains the multiplicative identity. We need
only show that C(H) is closed under multiplication.
So suppose a G ^n(H),
ß G^m(//).Then

Ana G k ® H" + H ® k ® H"~x + ■ ■ ■ + H" ® k,
Amß (Ek®Hm

+ H®k®

Hm~x + ■ ■ ■ +Hm

® k.

Each term in A"+ma will contain m + 1 elements of k whereas each term in A"+mß
will contain n + 1 elements of k. By the definition of a Hopf algebra,
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® j3(1)) ® <p(ai2) ® ß(2))

if Aa = 2 a(1) ® a(2), A/? = 2 ß(1) ® ¿6(2).By induction it follows that

A>(a ® ß) = 2 (-lf'^»"^^^)

<S>
/î(1)) <8>• • • ®<p(«(n+ 1)® /?(n+ i>)

if
A"a = 2 «(i) ® • * • ®«(n + 1),

A"0 = 2 /5(i)® • ' • ®ß(n+iy

Hence when A"+m<p(a <8>ß) is computed, the expressions for A"+ma and An+mß are
multiplied component-wise. Since each term in A"+ma contains m + 1 elements of

k and each term in An+ mß contains n + 1 elements of k, there exists at least one
component in each term where both An+ma and An+mß have an element of k. Thus
<p(a (8) 0) G %n+m(H).

□

2.7. Comments. Let // G obj 3C/À;. Observe that G(H) acts on 55(//) by
conjugation: if h G SS(H) and g G G(//), then ghg~l G 55(//). 55(/Y) is a
normal sub-Hopf algebra of H (the precise meaning of this will be given in §5), and

G(H) is the quotient of H by SS(H) as Hopf algebras.
2.8. Theorem. // H G obj %/k,

then H « UxeG(//) C(H)g as a coalgebra.

Proof. C(H) is clearly a local subcoalgebra since by definition any cocomplete
coalgebra is local. Suppose L is a local subcoalgebra of H such that 1 G L. Let
Fn(L) denote the coradical filtration on L. Fn(L) Q C(H) for n = 0, 1, 2, . . . and
soie
C(H) since U Fn(L) = L. Hence C(H) is the maximal local subcoalgebra
of H containing 1. Let 7/(ä) denote the maximal local subcoalgebra of H containing g G G(H). If h G Hig) then for some n,h Œ Fn(//(*>), implying that hg~x G

F„(C(H)) = <$„(H). Since %_1 G C(/f), A G C(/Y)g and hence //<*> ç C(//)g.
But visibly C(H)g Q H(g\ and it follows that C(H)g = ¿/(*>. By Proposition 1.15,
^*ng66(/f0c(G)g.
□
Let K be a commutative ring. Recall that if ^4 is a supplemented ÄT-algebra with
augmentation ideal 1(A), then the elements of Q(A) = K ®A 1(A) are called the
indecomposable elements of A. If C is a supplemented .K-coalgebra and C = K ®
/(C) as a graded ^-module, then the elements of P(C) = K Dc J(C) are called the
primitive elements of C. The primitive elements of C can be naturally identified
with {x G C|Ajc = jc ® 1 + 1 ® x). If H is a Hopf algebra, there is a natural
morphism of graded Ä"-modules P(H) —»Q(H). Also the primitive elements of //
form a Lie algebra with Lie product

[x,y]

= xy-(-iyqyx

for x G Hp,y G 7/,.

2.9. Definition and comments [5, pp. 237, 238]. If L, L' are Lie algebras over K,
then L X L is the Lie algebra over ^T such that
[(x,y),(x',y')]

= ([x,x'],[y,y'])

for
(x, v) G (L X L')p = Lp X L/,

(x',y')

G (L X L')q = Lq X L'q.
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Now if L is a Lie algebra

there is a natural

morphism

A: L —»L X L, where

A(x) = (x, x) for x G Ln. This induces

U(A): U(L) -* U(L) ® U(L) = U(L X L)
and U(L) becomes a Hopf algebra.
enveloping algebra of a Lie algebra
multiplication.

Henceforth we will consider the universal
to be a Hopf algebra with the above co-

2.10. Theorem. Suppose k is afield of characteristic
k. Then C(H) is the universal enveloping algebra

0 and H is a Hopf algera over
of the Lie algebra P(H) =

P(C(H)).
Proof. We have a natural map m: U(P(C(H))) -» C(H) which sends x,
® • ■ ■ ®xn to x, • • • x„, where x, G P(C(H)), 1 < i < n. Filter U(P(C(H))) by
the Lie filtration, i.e. let Fp(U(P(C(H)))) be the fc-submodule generated by elements of length < p. Filter C(H) by the coradical filtration.
Assertion. The map m: U(P(C(H))) -+ C(H) is filtration preserving.
Proof. The proof proceeds by induction onp, starting from/» = 0. For/? = 0 we

have F0(C(H)) = k, F0(U(P(C(H))))
the identity. Suppose

= k; m: F0(U(P(C(H)))) -* F0(C(H)) is just

m{Fp_x(U(P(C{H)))))

Q Fp_x(C(H))

for some p > 1. Let x, ® ■ ■ • ®xp be an element

x,, . . . , xp G P(C(H)).

of Fp(U(P(C(H)))),

Then A^x, • • • xp) can be calculated

where

by multiplying

A^x, • • • xp_x) and Ap(xp) component-wise.
By assumption
x, • • • x^,., G
Fp_x(C(H)), so A^_1(x, • • • xp_x) has at least one &-entry in each term. Hence
A^(x, • • • x^.,) has at least two re-entries in each term. Since AXp = xp ® 1 + 1 ®
xp>

A"Xp= xp®\®

■ • • ®l + I® xp®l®

• ■ • ®l + • • • +1®

• • • ®l®

xp.

Multiplying component-wise we see that Ap(xx ■ • ■ xp) must have at least one entry
from k in each term. Hence x, • • • x G Fp(C(H)).
□
Since the map m is filtration preserving, we may consider

E°( U(P(C(H
E°(U(P(C(H))))
phism E°(m)

and E°(C(H))
is a morphism

)))) E°\m) E°(C(H

)).

are bigraded Hopf algebras; the induced morof bigraded

E°(C(H))
and E°(U(P(C(H))))
E°(C(H))0q
=0
for q ^ 0,
E°(U(P(C(H))))0iO = 0 for q * 0.

Hopf algebras.

One sees easily that

are connected:
E°(C(H))ofi
similarly E°(U(P(C(H))))00

= k and
= k and

We now draw heavily on results established in [5].
Since char(fc) = 0, the natural morphism of graded ^-modules

P(E°(U(P(C(H)))))^Q(EO(U(P(C(H)))))
is an isomorphism [5, Proposition 5.13]. Also P(E°(U(P(C(H)))))pq
= 0 for/» =^ 1,
P(E°(U(P(C(H)))))Uq = P(U(P(C(H))))q+x = P(C(H))q+x [5, Propositions 5.11
and 5.13, Theorem 5.18]. Observe that
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these statements are immediate consequences of the appropriate definitions. The
mapping E°(m) is the identity on P(C(H)), and therefore E°(m) injects [5,
Proposition 3.9]. To show that E°(m) surjects, it suffices to show that

Q(E°( U(P(C(H ))))) -> Q(E°(C(H )))
surjects [5, Proposition 3.8]. However, this follows from the diagram

P(E°(U(P(C(H)))))

Z

■J, «-

P(E°(C(H)))
y

Q(E°(U(P(C(H)))))

-*

Q{E°(C(H)j)

P(E°(C(H)))
—>Q(E°(C(H)))
surjects because the comultiplication in H is commutative and char(A:) = 0 [5, Proposition 4.18]. Because E°(m) is an isomorphism,
m is an isomorphism and the theorem is established.
□
2.11. Corollary.
Suppose k is a field of characteristic 0 and H G obj %/k.
as coalgebras H s¿ UgeG(//) U(.P(H))g.

Then

3. Analogues of Lagrange's theorem for Hopf algebras. If H is a Hopf algebra and
H' çz H is a sub-Hopf algebra, then H is in a natural way an //'-module.
When is
H a free //'-module such that 1 is a possible basis element? Note that this question
simply asks to what extent Lagrange's theorem generalizes to Hopf algebras. In this
section we shall see that H is always a free //'-module with 1 a possible basis

element if //,//'

G obj %/k.

However, it is also true that the above generalization of Lagrange's theorem is
valid under certain conditions if H and H' are universal enveloping algebras of free
Lie algebras. Although this fact is irrelevant to the main course of our argument,
we prove it here because it gives a significant analogue of a group theoretical result
for a class of Hopf algebras whose ground ring is not assumed to be a field.
Suppose A' is a commutative ring with 2 G K a unit. Let L be a graded Lie
algebra over K which is a free /i-module in each degree.
3.1. Definitions
and Notation.
Suppose L, is free on the set {xirg}(i0)ee¡.
Choose a simple ordering for the disjoint union U, «ja ©,, and a simple ordering
for the disjoint union U, even ®<- Obtain a simple ordering for U, @, by setting
(/, 0) < (j, X) whenever / is even and j is odd. For xje G L, denote by yj9 the
element i(xj9) of U(L), where 1: L —»U(L) is the natural injection. If / =
(/',, 0,), . . . , (/„, 9n) is a sequence of indices such that /,, . . . , im (0 < m < n) are
even; im+x, ■ ■■,/„ are odd,

(i„ ex) < (¡2, e2) < • • • < (¡m, oj,
and
(im + l> 9m+l)

< (im + 2> 9m + l) <

• • • < (i„, 6„),

call the sequence / semi-strictly increasing. If / = (/,, 9X), . . ., (/„, 9n) is a finite
sequence of indices, its length is n and its degree is /, + • • • + /„. yi 9 • • • y¡ e
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shall be denoted byj^. The empty set is assumed to be semi-strictly increasing with

yj = 1 if / = 0.
3.2. Theorem (Graded

Poincaré-Birkhoff-Witt)

as above, U(L)n is free on the set {y¡),
increasing sequences of degree n.

(cf. [1, Chapter

13]). With L

where I ranges over all finite semi-strictly

Proof. We first show that the elements y¡ corresponding to finite semi-strictly
increasing sequences of degree n generate U(L)n. Let Fp(U(L)n) denote those
elements of U(L)n of length < p. It clearly suffices to show that the elements {y¡},
where / ranges over all finite semi-strictly increasing sequences of length < p and
degree n, generate Fp(U(L)n). This follows by recursion from the following lemma:
3.3. Lemma. For each sequence ax, . . . , ap G L such that i(ax)i(aj)
U(L)n and each permutation m of (\, 2, ... ,p) we have

i(ax) ■ • • i(ap) + i(a„w)

• • • i(ap) G

■ ■ ■ i(a„ip)) G Fp_x(U(L)n\

or
i(ax) ■ • ■ i(ap) -

Proof.
indices/,/

i(av(X)) • ■ ■ i(a„ip))

G Fp_x(U(L)n).

It is enough to consider the case where it interchanges two consecutive
+ 1. In this case the statement is evident from the relations:
*'(<$)%+1)

+ i{aj+x)i(aj)

= i{[aj,aj+x\),

Oj G Lu, aJ+x G Lv, u,v odd;

»(<*/)'(«7+l) - K<*j+l)i(<*j) = »*([fy ö7+l])
otherwise. □
Now recall that a left representation of the Lie algebra L over K is a ÄT-module
M together with a A'-homomorphism x <8>m —»xm of L ® M into M such that

x(ym)

— (-\yqy(xm)

=[x,

v]w

for x G Lp,y G Lq, m G M.

Let A be the algebra formed by tensoring the symmetric algebra on the even
degrees of L with the exterior algebra on the odd degrees of L. Denote the
generator of A corresponding
to xiB G L¡ by ziB. If / = (/,, 6X), . . . , (i'„, 6n) is a
finite sequence of indices and (/, t) G ©,, say that (/, t) < / if (/, t) < (is, Oj) for
s = 1, 2, . . . , n. Similarly say that (/, t) < / if (J, t) < (is, 9j) for s = 1, 2, . . . , n.
3.4. Lemma. There exists a left representation of L in A such that

xi,ezi - zi,ezi

(0

for (i, 0) < /, i even, or (i, 0) < I, i odd.
Assuming Lemma 3.4 we can complete the proof of the theorem. The representation of L in A induces a left C/(L)-module structure on A. If / is a semi-strictly
increasing sequence of indices of length m it follows from (1) by recursion on m
thaty¡ ■ 1 = z¡. As the elements z¡ are ÄMinearly independent in A, the elementsy¡
must be AT-linearly independent in U(L). Hence U(L)n is a free A'-module with
basis {y¡}, where / ranges over all finite semi-strictly increasing sequences of
degree n.
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Proof of 3.4. Filter A by length; let Qp denote those elements of length < p.
The proof follows from the following inductive assertion:
(Sp) For each integer p > 0 there is a unique homomorphism /: L ® Qp-^ A

such that
/(*,,« ® zl) = zi,9zI

i even, (/, 0) < I, z¡ G Qp, or / odd, (*, 0) <I,z,
/(x,., <g>z7) G Qq+X,
f{xifi ®/(x,T

(10

G g^,
z,<E Qq, q<p,

® Zj)) = (-l)7(x,T

®/(x,,

<8>zy))

+/([ x* Xj,r] ® */)>
/(x,.ff <8>z7) - zi9z¡ G ß9,

(2)

^y G Q,-1.

(3)

z, G Qq, q < p.

(4)

For /» = 0, the definition f(xi9 ® 1) = z(fl is forced by (F) and satisfies (2)-(4).
Assume that (Sp_x) has been established for some/J > 0. We must define f(x¡<9 ®
zj) for / of length/». If (/, 0) < /, i even, or (/, 0) < I, i odd, then by (F) we must
define f(xi9 ® zj) = z¡9z¡. If the above is false then / may be uniquely written as
I = ((/'. t), /) where

(/, 0 ) > (J, t) < J,
(i, 0) > (J, t) < /,
(i,0) > (j, t) < J,

i even,
i odd,/ even,
i odd,/ odd.

Then z¡ = zjTZj = f(xJT ® zj), so the left side of (3) is f(xi<9 ® zj). We must show
that the right side of (3) is already defined. Use (4) to write
f(xi9 ® zj) = zi9zj + w,

w G Qp_x.

The right side of (3) becomes
(-1)7(X,T

® (zifiZj + W)) + /([X,e,

XM] ® Zj) ■

= (-l)\TZiJfZj

+ {-\ff{xj,

® w) +/([x,T,

X,T] ® Zj)

if it is not the case that i,J odd, (/', 0) = (j, t) < J. If / and/ are odd, (i, 0) = (j, t)
< /, let
f{xifi®

Zj) =\f{[xifi,

Xi>9}® Zj).

This defines/in all cases, and (1), (2), (4) of (Sp) are satisfied. (3) is verified for the
case (i, 0) > (j, t) < /, J even, or (/', 0) > (j, r) < J, J odd. Because of the antisymmetry of [xi9, xjT], (3) is also true for (f, t) > (/, 0) < /, i even, or (/, t) >

(i, 0) < J, i odd. Suppose (/, t) = (i, 0) and / = ((/', 0), L) with /,/ odd. Then it
can be seen without difficulty that
/(X,„ ®f(xit9

® Zjj) = -/(X,., ®f(xifi

+f([x,J»

® Zj))

Xifi] ® Zj) + f([xifi[xifi,

Xifi] ] ® Zj).

But [xi9[xi9, xi9]] = 0, so (3) is satisfied for the case (/, 0) > (j, r) < / or (/, T) >
(/', 0) < J. In order to minimize notational confusion, henceforth we simply use
lower case Greek letters for subscripts, denoting by the Greek letter both the
subscript and the dimension of the element.
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Suppose neither 0 < J nor t < J. Then J = (p, L) where v < L, v even, or
v < L, v odd; v < 0, v < t. Then either p is even or all of /, 0, r are odd by virtue
of the way the simple ordering on the indices was defined.

Note that
XrZJ = XT(XVZL) = (-1)\(XTZL)
=

(-\yXv(zTZL)

+ (-1)"X„W

where w = xTzL-zrzL G ßp_2. Applying
manipulation
X,(\Zj)

XJ\ZL

+[*r>

Xv]ZL>

x9 to both sides we obtain after algebraic

- (-lf+T)\(x9(xTzL))
+ (-\t

+[XT,

+ (-ir[x9,

+ >)9[xr,xv](x9zL)+[x9,

xv](xTzL)
[xT,x„]]zL.

Similarly,
*(*»/)

= (-1)(T + Ö)X(^T(^J)
+ (~1)W*f)t[*,

+ {-l)*[xr,
*](***)

+[xT,

xv](x9zL)
[x9,xv]]zL.

If j»is even, then
Xg{XTZj)

-

(-l)*XT(XflZy)

=

Xp{x9(xTZL)

-

(-l^X^XgZjj)}

+ [x9, [xT, x^Jjz^
XAXo(XtZl)

- (-O^rK2/.)}

[x9, [xT, x,]]

- (-1)*[xT,

- (-1)*^,

[x9, x„]]zL.

= [*«> Xr]ZJ + [*,> [X9> Xr]]ZL>
[x9, xj\\

+[xv,

[x9,xj\]

=0

by Jacobi's identity, and therefore
xe(xrzj)

-

(-!)**,(*•*/)

= [-*<» Xr]ZJ-

The case where v, 0, t are odd is treated similarly.

□

3.5. Corollary.
Let K be a commutative ring such that 2 is a unit in K, and let L
be a free Lie algebra over K. Filter U(L) by the Lie filtration as defined in the proof
of Theorem 3.2, namely let Fp(U(L)n) denote those elements of U(L)n of length < p.
If L¡ is free on {x(-,e}(/ö)ge, then E°(U(L))
is isomorphic to a free commutative
algebra whose ith dimension has generators {x, 9}(l tf)ee .

3.6. Corollary.
Let L be a free Lie algebra over K, where K is as above. Suppose
L' is a sub-Lie algebra of L such that a basis for L' can be extended to a basis for L.
Then U(L) regarded as a left (or right) U(L')-module is free with 1 a possible basis
element.

Proof. Suppose L¡ is free on the set {xIÖ}(ltf)ee/, and L¡ is free on the set
(xi,0> .V/,t}(/,«)ee„(¿,T)erChoose a simple ordering
for the disjoint union
U/{x,-0, v,T} as in the proof of Theorem 3.2. Let M denote the graded Ä'-module
such that Mn is free on all finite semi-strictly increasing sequences y¡ ■ • ■y,T of
degree n. Consider the natural morphism of i/(L')-modules
U(L') ® M —»U(L)
defined by xMi • • • x^ ® y^ ■ ■ ■ v^ M- x,.,,, • • • x^y^
■ ■ ■y^,
where
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we allow ourselves the obvious notational abuse of denoting an element of a Lie
algebra and its image in the universal enveloping algebra by the same symbol. We
wish to show that this morphism U(L') ® M —»U(L) is an isomorphism of left
i/(L')-modules.
Filtering M by length it is immediate that the mapping U(L') ® M
—»U(L) is filtration preserving, and passing to the associated bigraded modules we
have E°(U(L')) ® E°(M) -+ E°(U(L)).
This is obviously an isomorphism and

hence U(L') ® M « U(L).
We now turn our attention

Q
to split Hopf algebras with involution.

3.7. Theorem. Suppose H G obj %/k, and H' G obj %/k is a sub-Hopf algebra
of H. Then H is a free left (or right) H'-module, and one can choose a basis for H
over H' which includes 1.
Proof. The proof of this theorem is divided into several parts. We first prove the
theorem for group algebras and cocomplete Hopf algebras, and then show how the
general result follows from this.
Assertion 1. Let G be a group and consider the group algebra kG G obj %/k.
Suppose //' G obj %/k is a sub-Hopf algebra of kG. Then kG is a free left (or
right) //'-module, and a basis can be chosen for kG over H which includes 1.
Proof. Since H' is a subcoalgebra of the semi-simple coalgebra kG, H' must be
semi-simple as a coalgebra. (See the discussion following the proof of Proposition
1.8.) It follows by Proposition 2.4 that //' is a group algebra because H G
obj %/k. We therefore have //' = kL, where L is a subgroup of G, and the result
is evident by Lagrange's Theorem for groups. □
Assertion 2. Let H be a cocomplete Hopf algebra over the field k. If //' is a
sub-Hopf algebra of H, then H is a free left (or right) //'-module with 1 being a
possible basis element.
Proof. Let M = k ®H, H. We have the natural projection H -> M. Filter M by
defining Fp(M) = Im Fp(H), where H is given the coradical filtration. Inductively
define a section p: M —>H such that p is filtration preserving. Then the composition

h: H' ®(k®H.H)

i®P

f>H

-* H ® H^H

is filtration preserving, where H' is filtered by the coradical
the E° level we obtain

E°(h):

E°(H')

filtration.

Passing to

. £°(i)®£°(p)
® (k ®Eo(H') E°{H ))
-*
E°(H ) ® E°(H

)

^EO(H),
since E°(M) ss k ® Eo(H^ E°(H).
This is the bigraded connected case, and here
we know that E°(h) is an isomorphism of left E°(H')-modules
[5, Proposition 1.7].
But this implies that h is an isomorphism of left //'-modules
and the assertion is

established. □
We now suppose H, H' G obj %/k such that //' ç H and G(H') = G(H).
Then k ®H, H %¡ k ®C{H) C(H). Let p: k ®CÇH1C(H)-+ C(H) be a filtration
preserving

section where C(H)

and C(H')

are given the coradical

filtration

and
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k ®C(H~)C(H) «s k ®H, H is filtered as in the proof of Assertion 2 above. The
composition
;'®p

r: H' ®(k®c(ir)C(H))
is a morphism of left //'-modules.

r\C(H')

<Ph

-* H ® H^H

Furthermore

® (k ®aH1 C(H)):

C(H') ® (k ®C(H1 C(H))

-+ C(H)

is an isomorphism
of left C(//')-modules
by Assertion 2. Since //' «
Hg<=G(H)SC(H') as a coalgebra, any element 0 ^ h! of //' can be written as

2J_! gjh'j, where 0 =£hj G C(//') for 1 < / < « and gj G C(//') with g, =£gj if
i */j 1 < ij < «. Let 0 ¥=a G k ®C(H1C(H). Then r(Ä' ® a) = 2J_! $r(fy' (8)a).
r(A¿ 03)a) is a nonzero element of C(H) since r|C(//') ® (k ®C(h') ^(//)) is bijective. Because H » HgeG(/f) gC(H), 2"_, gyKty 03>a) cannot equal 0. Since h' ® a
was an arbitrary nonzero element of //' ® (k ®C(H') C(H)) it follows that r injects.
To show that r surjects it suffices to show that all elements of the form gh,

g G G, h G C(H) are hit by r. Let 2"_, hj ® a¡ G C(H') ® (k ®C(H1 C(H)) such
that r(2?_, h¡ ® a¡) = h. Then

rl£gh;®<x\

= gh.

Hence
//' ®(k®H,H)œH'®
is an isomorphism

(k ®C(H-) C(H )) -* H ® H ^> H

of left //'-modules

if G(H') — G(H). Similarly one shows that if

H, H' G obj %/k such that //' ç H and C(H) = C(//'), then

H' ®(k®„,H)'%TH

® H^-XH

is an isomorphism of left //'-modules.
In this case t: k ®H. H a¡ k ®kGiH>ykG(H)
-» H is the section induced by choosing a set of coset representatives for G(H') in

G(H) which includes the identity.
For the general case suppose //',//

G obj %/k

and //'

Q H. Let //"

be the

subcoalgebra of H isomorphic to kG(H') ® C(H). For g' G G(H'), h G C(H), we
know that g'hg"x G C(/Y). Hence //" is a sub-Hopf algebra of H with G(H") =
G(H') and C(//")
isomorphisms:

= C(H).

Furthermore

//"

has an involution.

H' ® (k ®H, //") 'ZPH" ® //"^"
//"

®(k®II„

H)'%TH

We then have

//",

® H^H.

It follows that //' <8)(Ä:03>„,H) ® (k ®H„ //)«//'
//'-modules.
□

® (k ®H, //)«//

as left

4. Epimorphisms in %/k. Let ^ be a category with point * . Suppose D', D" G
obj ty and/: D' —»D" is an epimorphism. The epimorphism/: />'—»/>" is said to
be normal if / has a kernel £: N —>D' and / is the cokernel of £. Dually a
monomorphism g: /)'—»/>" is said to be normal if g has a cokernel £: D" ^ M,
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and g is the kernel of f. It is the aim of this section to show that every epimorphism
in %/k is a normal epimorphism. Several technical results concerning algebras
must be established first, and we proceed following Lemaire [4].
4.1. Definition.
Let i: A^B
and/:
A —*C be two monomorphisms in a
category (2. Then the amalgamated
coproduct of B and C with respect to A,
denoted B UA C, is the pushout object of the diagram

A
ii/

\ j

B
Let &\g/K

C

denote the category of supplemented

algebras over the commutative

ring K. If A G obj é£lg/K, denote by A the augmentation ideal of A. For B, C G

obj &\g/K,

Bue = k e (b ec) e (b ®c ec ®b) e
Also given monomorphisms i: A —»B, J: A —>C in 6Elg/K, B J1A C = B UC/I,
where / denotes the ideal in B HC generated

4.2. Definition.

by {i(a)-J(a)\a

G A).

Let

A
iS

\j

U \i

(/

B

C
o

Z)
be a cocartesian square in (£lg/Ä" with /',/ injections. This diagram will be said to
satisfy the condition [//] in case there exist sections
xp: K ®A B -> B

such that
»®ii

<pB

/®T

<fc

xp:A ® (K ®A B) -> B ® B^>B,

t : A ® (K ®A C ) -> C ® C^ C
are isomorphisms of left ^4-modules.
4.3. Notation. We adopt the following notation with regard to the diagram

A

in &]%/K:

For/» > 0,

X = K ®AB,

X = Ker(e: K ®A B -» K),

Y = K ®AC,

Y = Ker(e: K ®A C -* K).
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Now set

r = k e ( © jp>)e ( © y>),

4.4. Proposition.

5 = A'ei©

F'),

r= A-e(©

â^).

Let

A
iyf

\ /

5

C
M \l

(/

(1)

V

D
be a cocartesian square in â\g/K
with i,J injections. If(\)
then (1) is a cartesian square in 6Blg/K.

satisfies the condition [H],

Proof. Let \p: X -> B and t: Y -* C be sections such that \p: A ® X -» B and f :
/l 03) y —>C are isomorphisms of left ,4-modules. From the definitions it is apparent that R = X ® S — Y ® T, and hence we have the following isomorphisms of

left A -modules:
¿<8>S

A®R=A®X®S^

B® 5,

/103)/?=,403>yo3>

TT%T C 03)r.

These isomorphisms give to A ® R left B- and C-module structures such that the
left A -module structures induced via i and/ are the same as the initial A -module
structure. This is equivalent to having the commutative diagram

A

iS

\J

\

S

B

C
End(A ® R )

in âlg/K.

Since D is the pushout

object, there is a unique morphism

End(^l ® R) such that the diagram
A
iS

\j

u \

¿

B

C
D
End(A ® R )

V

n: D —>
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is commutative. Hence a Z)-module structure on A <S>R is induced. Let a: D
® R by a(d) = d(\ <S>1). Then the following diagram commutes:

A
i S

D
*A <8>
R"
Since B -* A ® R and C ^> A ® R are injections, « and v are injections. Visibly
the intersection of B and CinA ®RisA;it
then follows that the intersection of B
and C in D is A. Hence the square (1) is cartesian.
□

4.5. Corollary.

Suppose f: A —*B is an epimorphism in (Zlg/K. Let i: f(A) —>B

denote the natural inclusion. If the diagram

f(A)
\

i l/

i

B

B

satisfies the condition [H], then f is surjective.

Proof.

We consider the pushout of the above diagram

f(A)
\l

i l/

i

B

B

(2)

¿h

Jl \

BUAA)B
By Proposition 4.4 the square (2) is cartesian, and hence

{be B\fx(b)=f2(b)} = if(A).
However i: f(A) -^ B is epimorphic

implies that/

because/:

A —>B is epimorphic.

Thus/,/'

= j2i

= j2, and so {b e B\jx(b) = j2(b)} = B. It follows that if(A) = B,

and / is surjective. □
Now let /: H -» //" be an epimorphism in 3C/&, and let /': f(H) -^ H" denote
the inclusion. The diagram

f(H)
satisfies the condition

iS

\i

H"

H"

[H] by the results of §3. Corollary 4.5 then implies that

f(H) - H".
4.6. Theorem. Every epimorphism in %/k

is surjective.

Utilizing the fact that epimorphisms are surjective in %/k, we shall prove that
every epimorphism in %/k is normal. The proof is divided into several parts. First
we establish the result for group algebras and cocomplete Hopf algebras; then we
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derive the general case from this via the structure
proved in §2.

theorems

4.7. Proposition.
Suppose kG, kH are group algebras
epimorphism. Then f is normal.

for objects in %/k
with f: kH -> kG an

Proof, f —f\H: H —»G is an epimorphism in §, the category of groups. Let i:
N -» H be the kernel of /: H —>G in §. Then there is induced a morphism of group

algebras i: kN —»kH. One verifies without difficulty that/ ° / = * , i: kN —>kH is
the kernel of /: kH -> kG, and /: kH -» kG is the cokernel of i: kN -^ kH. \J
4.8. Proposition.

Suppose H, H" G obj %/k are cocomplete Hopf algebras and
Then g is normal.

g: H —»H" is an epimorphism.

Proof. Let //' denote k Uh- H and /': //' —»H denote the natural injection. By
definition k \3h • H is the graded Ac-module such that the sequence

O^kUH-

H -*k®

H

ák<g>H-k<8>AH

-+

k®H"®H

is exact. Here Ak refers to the composition
fc®7]

k^>k®k^k®H"
and AH refers to the composition

H^>H

® H -* H" ® H.

However it is easily seen that k Oh" H can be given the structure of a A:-algebra
such that i: k Oh" H —»H is a morphism of algebras [5, Proposition 4.6]. Furthermore it is possible to show that k \Jh" H can be given the structure of a coalgebra
such that i: k \3h" //—»// is a morphism of fc-coalgebras. This is due to the fact
that H and H" have commutative comultiplication and the ground ring A:is a field
[5, Proposition 3.6]. Hence //' = k Dw H is actually a Hopf algebra with /':
//' —»H a morphism of Hopf algebras.
Assertion. //?»//"
® //' as left //"-comodules
and right //'-modules.

Proof. Filter H by the coradical filtration; filter H" by Fn(H") = Im Fn(H).
This filtration on H" is complete since g is surjective by Theorem 4.5. Choose a
mapping of graded A;-modules r: //—>//' such that r is filtration preserving and
r ° i = H'. Let g be the composite of the mappings
à„

g<3r

H^>H ® H -> //" ® H'.
Then g is a morphism of left //"-comodules;
g is filtration preserving where
//" ® //' is given the tensor product filtration with respect to the filtrations on H"
and //' already defined. Passing to the associated bigraded modules, we have

E°(g):

E°(H)

-» E°(H")

® E°(H').

E°(H)~*
k D£0(/0 (E°(H")
is the identity, so

® E°(H'))

This then induces

k Dw.,
k \3h" g: //'-»//'
E°(k

Uh- g) = k D£o(W»)E°(g):

EO(H')

« E°(H').

_> E°(H')
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is the identity. Since k D£°(W) E°(g) is a monomorphism, E°(g) is a monomorphism by Corollary 1.13. This then implies that g is a monomorphism.
We now wish to show that g is an epimorphism. Define <p: H ® H' —>H by
(p(h ® h') = cpH(h® i(h')) for h G H, h' G //'. Consider the sequence
<P

&H

g®r

H ® H'->H->H

® H -+ //" ® H'.

All maps are filtration preserving, so there is an induced sequence

E°(H)®

E°(H')

E°(<p)

E°(g)®E°(r)

-+

Define filtrations on E°(H)

Fp'"(E°(H")

£°(A//)

-V E°(H)

-*

E°(H)®E°(H)

E°(H")®E°(H').

® E°(H')

and E°(H")

® E°{H'j)

=

F™(E°(H ) ® E°(H'))

=

® E°(H')

as follows:

2

E°(H") ® E°(H'),tS,

2

E°(H ) ® E°(H')r>s.

r>p,s>q

r>p,s>q

Recall that if A = {Apq} is a bigraded module and F is a filtration on A, then
E°(A)u,w

= (FuM)/Fu_hv_x(A))u+rv+s.

With the above filtrations on E°(H")
E0(E°(H")®
E°(H'))
and E0(E°(H)
graded modules.
E™-r-s(E°{H")

® E°(H'))

Eg«'r's(E°(H)®

E°(H'))

® E°(H') and E°(H) ® E°(H'), let
® E°(H'))
denote the associated 4= E°(H")r¡s

® E°(H')p,q

and
Utilizing the commutative

= E°(H)r>s

® E°(H')p<q.

diagram

E°(H)®E°(H')

E¥y

E°(H)

E°(à) <g>
E°(H'){

E°(H")®

E°(H)®

4,£°(A)

E°(H')

U

E°(H")®

E°(H)

it is easily seen that

E°(g<p){Fp-'i(E0(<H) ® E°(H')))

Q FP'"(E°(H")

® E°(H'j).

Hence

E0(E°(g<p)):

E0(E°(H)®

E°(H'))

-» EQ(E°(H")

is induced. Identifying EQ(E°(H) ® E°(H'))
E0(E°(H") ® E°(H')) with E°(H") ® E°(H'),

® E°(H'))

with E°(H) ® E°(H')
and
we have EQ(E°(g<p)) = E°(g)

® E°(H') which is epimorphic. This implies that g<pis epic, which in turn implies
that g is epic. Hence g is an isomorphism of left //"-comodules.
Because g is an isomorphism of left //"-comodules,
there exists a morphism of
left //"-comodules
w: H" —»H such that gw = //". (Namely w is the composition

//"-*//"

® H' -> //.) Let h be the composition:
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H>®¿

Vh

H" ® H' -* H ® H^H.
h is a. morphism of left //"-comodules

and right //'-modules.

go h: H" ® H' -* H ® H-^H^H

Consider

® H -* H" ® H'.

All maps are filtration preserving, so there is induced

E°(gh): E°(H")
Filter E°(H") ® E°(H') by

F"'i(E°(H")

® E°(H') -» E°(H")

® E°(H')) =

2

® E°(H').

E°(H") ® E°(H')r<s.

r>p,s>q

Then E°(gh) is filtration preserving and E0(E°(gh)) is just the identity morphism
of E0(E°(H"))
® E0(E°(H')).
Since E0(E°(gh))
is an isomorphism, gh is an
isomorphism. This then implies that h is an isomorphism.
□
It is now a simple matter to show that Proposition 4.7 follows from the above
assertion. One sees immediately that /: //'-»//
is the kernel of g: //—>//". By the
assertion above there is an isomorphism of left //"-comodules
and right //'-mod-

ules h: //" ® H'-*H

such that g ° h = //" ® e„.. So //////(//')

« (//" ® H')

®H, k « //", and the diagram

H

i

//"

tt \,

4,«
H/HI{H')

is commutative. Suppose L G obj %/k and r: H —»L is a morphism in 3C/A: such
that r o / - er,. Define r: H" « //////(//')
^ L by f(/j + HI(H')) - r(A) for
A G //. r is a well-defined morphism in 3C/A: and hence g: //—»//"
is the cokernel
of/: //' —»// in %/k. The epimorphism g: // —»//" is therefore normal.
□
Now suppose that/: // —>//" is an epimorphism in %/k. f\kG(H): kG(H)—>
kG(H") is an epimorphism; similarly /|C(/Z): C(//)-> C(H") is an epimorphism.

By Proposition 4.6, f\kG(H): kG(H)^kG(H")
has a kernel f: kN-* kG(H),
where W -> G(/Y) is the kernel off\G(H): G(H) -^ G(H") in 3, such that/|A:G(//)
is the cokernel of f. By Proposition 4.7, f\C(H):

C(H)^> C(H") has a kernel t:

H —»C(H), where // is a sub-Hopf algebra of C(H) and therefore is cocomplete,
such that/| C(Z/) is the cokernel of t. iV acts on H by conjugation, hence A:A^03>H

is a sub-Hopf algebra of H. Denote kN ® H by //', and let i: //'-»//
inclusion. Then i: H' -^ H is the kernel of/:
We thus have proved the following theorem:
4.9. Theorem.

Every epimorphism in %/k

H —»//",

and/is

be the

the cokernel of /.

is a normal epimorphism.

We conclude this section with a proposition which will enable us to carry out the
constructions of §5.

4.10. Proposition.

(1) (cf. [6, Proposition

2.1]) Suppose f: H''-+ H" is a

morphism in %/k. Then there is a unique factorization
such that f is surjective andf" is injective.
(2) The category %/k has kernels.

H' —»H—> H" of f in %/k
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Proof. (1) Simply take H to be/(//'), with/": H -> //" the natural inclusion.
(2) Suppose/: //' —>H" is a morphism in %/k. Then by (l)/has a factorization
//'-*

//-> //" with/'

surjective and/"

a kernel t: JV-> //'. t: N->H'

injective. By Theorem 4.8,/':

is then the kernel of/: //' -+ //".

//'-►//

has

□

5. Nilpotent objects of %/k. As we have remarked previously, perhaps the most
illuminating way to view the category %/k is as the category of groups in the
category of supplemented split Ar-coalgebras. The principal question raised by this
observation is to what extent group theoretical considerations can be applied to the
category %/k. In this section we apply the results of §4 to define a lower central
series for an object of %/k and we establish basic properties of nilpotent objects

of %/k.
Suppose ^ is a pointed category such that:
(i) If s : D ' -* D " is a morphism in ^, then s has a f actorizaton />'->/)—»/)"
in
^ such that s' is a normal epimorphism and s" is a monomorphism.
(ii) ^ has finite products and coproducts.
In ty the factorization of a morphism described in (i) must be unique up to a
canonical isomorphism. By Proposition 4.10 we know that %/k is such a category.
In a category tf) as described above commutators may be defined using the

following construction of Moore and Smith [6, pp. 758-761]. Let D',D"

G obj <3).

D'
D' /i

\.v'

D'-^D'UD"
* \

¿

m"

D"
gives rise to a unique morphism/'.

We then have the diagram

D'UD".9SP.'l

where/"

is constructed

analogously.

?')- - . ^>D'UD"

This gives a unique morphism

0(D',D"):

D'UD" -^D'UD". Let i: C(D\ D") -+ D'UD" be the kernel of 0(D', D"). Given
morphisms/': D' -+ D,f": D" -►D in ¿D, there is induced/' \J f": D'UD" -^ D.
By assumption (i) on the category ty, the morphism

C(D',D")-^D'UD"f^Í

D

has a unique factorization

C(D', D")^>D-^D
with u epimorphic and v monomorphic.
Denote D by [/>', D "\tf,fy- It is the
commutator subobject of D' and D" in D with respect to the morphisms/' and/".
When dealing with most algebraic structures, further restrictions are placed on
the above construction. For our purposes, we only want to consider the case where
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//', H" G obj %/k such that H' Q H and H" ç H. If /': //' -►//, /": //" -> //
are the natural injections, then [//', H"\¡, r) is the commutator sub-Hopf algebra of
//' and //" in //. Henceforth the inclusion morphisms will be suppressed and we
will write [//', //"] for [//', //"](/V»).
An imitation of the above definition leads to the usual notions when applied to
the category of groups and when applied to the category of (graded) Lie algebras

over a ring K.

5.1. Proposition

([6, Proposition

2.6]). Let H G obj %/k.

(1) If //' is a sub-Hopf algebra of H, then H' is a normal sub-Hopf algebra (i.e.,
the inclusion //' —»H is a normal monomorphism) if and only if[H, //'] Q //'.
(2) If H' is a normal sub-Hopf algebra of H, then [//', //'] is a normal sub-Hopf

algebra of H.
Let H G obj %/k and let //[[-l]]
define //[[-«]] inductively by

= [//, //]. For any positive integer n > 1,

H[[-n]]=[H,H[[-n

+ l]]].

We then have the lower central series for H:

H D //[[-l]]

D • • • D //[[-«]]

D •••.

Similarly one could define the derived series for H

H D //[-l]

3 • • • 3 H[~n] 2 • • •

by setting //[-l] = [H, H] and H[-n] = [H[-n + 1], H[-n + 1]] for n > 1.
5.2. Definition. A Hopf algebra H G obj %/k is said to be nilpotent if for
some integer n > 0, //[[-"]] = k. If H is nilpotent and n is the least integer such
that //[[-«]] = k, H is said to be nilpotent of class n. In this case we write

n = cl(//).
5.3. Proposition.
Suppose H G obj %/k is nilpotent of class n. Then G = G(H)
is a nilpotent group of class < n. If cha.r(k) = 0, then P(H) is a nilpotent Lie algebra

of class < n.
Proof. If cl(//) = n and //' is a sub-Hopf algebra of H then clearly //' is
nilpotent with cl(//') < n. Hence kG is a nilpotent Hopf algebra with cl(A:C) < n.

Since kGIikG = kG ® kG = A;(G x G), we see that the kernel of

0(kG, kG): k(G * G) = kG * kG ^ k(G X G)
is A;AT
-» k(G * G), where N -* G * G is the kernel of the morphism 0(G, G):
G*G-*GXG
in §. Hence [A:G,kG] = A:[G,G]. The second assertion follows
from the observation that U(L') ® U(L) = U(L' X L) and U(L')UU(L) =
U(L'UL) for L, L' Lie algebras over a commutative ring K.
Recall that in a pointed category ^, a sequence
/'

/"

* -+D'-*D^>D"

-» *

□
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is called an extension if/'

= Ker/"

and/"

= Coker/'.
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From §2 we know that if

H G obj %/k then

k -►C(H )->//->

kG(H ) -* k

is an extension in %/k.
5.4. Definition. The extension k —>//' -» H —>//" -» A;in %/k

is called central

if [//', //] = A:.
5.5. Proposition.
Suppose k -> //' -» // -> //" —»k is an extension in %/k.
Then
(1) if H is nilpotent of class n, then H',H"
are nilpotent with cl(Z/'), cl(H") < n.
(2) // H " is nilpotent of class n and the extension is central, then H is nilpotent with

cl(H) < n + 1.
Proof. Proceed as in Proposition 2.7 and Proposition
obvious necessary modifications.
□
5.6. Corollary.

Suppose H G obj %/k,

2.8 of [6], making the

where k is a field of characteristic

0.

Also assume [C(H), H] = k. Then H is a nilpotent Hopf algebra if and only if G(H)
is a nilpotent group and P(H)

Proof.

By assumption

is an abelian Lie algebra.

the extension

k -* C(H )^H-+

kG(H ) -* k

is a central extension in %/k. By Proposition 5.5, kG(H) being nilpotent implies
that H is nilpotent. The other implication was established in Proposition 5.3. □
There are many deep results in the theory of nilpotent groups which possibly
admit generalization to nilpotent Hopf algebras in %/k. We discuss an attempt at
one such generalization.
Recall that a group G is called polycyclic if it has a series of subgroups

G = G0^ G, D • • • D Gr = {<?}
such that, for each i = 1, 2, . . . , r, G, is normal in G¡_x and G¡_x/G¡ is cyclic. In
particular, finitely generated nilpotent groups are polycyclic.
The following is a theorem of P. Hall [2, Theorem 1]:
Theorem.
Noetherian.

If G is a polycyclic group, then the integral group ring ZG is left (right)

In an attempt

to generalize this theorem to objects of %/k,

we consider the

following definitions:
5.7. Definitions.
Suppose that the Hopf algebra H is an element of %/k.

H is
said to be finitely generated if H is finitely generated as an algebra. Similarly H is
said to be left (right) Noetherian if every left (right) ideal in the algebra H is
finitely generated.
5.8. Conjecture. Suppose H G obj %/k is a finitely generated nilpotent Hopf

algebra. Then H is left (right) Noetherian.
An examination of Hall's proof suggest? the above conjecture
by the following scheme. Consider the statements:

might be proved
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(1) If H G obj %/k

is finitely generated,

then #[[-«]]

is finitely generated for

all n > 0.
(2) Suppose k -h>H' -h>H —>H" -^ k is an extension in %/k such that H' and
H" are left (right) Noetherian. Then H is left (right) Noetherian.
(3) A finitely generated abelian Hopf algebra H G obj %/k is Noetherian.
If (1), (2), (3) were established, Conjecture 5.8 would easily follow. For let
H G obj %/k be a finitely generated nilpotent Hopf algebra of class n.

k-> H[[-m]]-*

H[[-m

+ 1] ] - H[ [-m + 1] ]///[

[-w]]

-* k

is an extension in %/k for all m > 0. H[[-m + i]]/H[[-m]] is finitely generated
because H[[-m + 1]] is finitely generated by (1). Moreover H[[-m + l]]///[[-m]]
is abelian and hence is Noetherian by (3). Thus if #[[-w]] is left (right) Noetherian
it follows that H[[-m +1]] is Noetherian. Starting with the observation that
^/[[""J] = k is Noetherian one can conclude that H is left (right) Noetherian by
the above process.
Of the statements (1), (2), (3) listed above, (3) is totally trivial. Any finitely
generated commutative algebra is Noetherian as it is the homomorphic image of a
polynomial algebra. The author's attempts to prove (1) and (2) were unsuccessful.
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